
 

Classicho Mayan Box by TCC Magic

A delicate dice drawer prediction box with various modifications and
innovations.

The Jewelry Box Prediction, a classic in the realm of magic effects, has
captivated audiences for decades. Originating from T.A. Waters' "Box Office" in
1979, this enchanting routine involves selecting a gemstone from a wooden box
and unveiling a prediction matching the chosen gem.

While the routine is concise and intuitive, we believe some aspects could be
enhanced. For instance, the prop's unique shape and size may hinder handling
by the audience member. To heighten the significance of this effect, we have
considered various modifications and innovations.

Firstly, in terms of product configuration, we replaced all prediction graphics and
selections with Pseudo-ESP Symbol Dice, aiming for a more refined and visually
clear presentation. Secondly, we concealed the core mechanism of this magic
product for the method, leaving no visible traces on the exterior. Additionally, we
added a small detail where the prediction can be placed inside the drawer in front
of the audience. Though seemingly insignificant, it enhances and completes the
magical effect throughout the entire routine.

Most importantly, we introduced structural innovations by incorporating a
positioning system and modifying the overall dimensions. This transforms the
magic prop into an ordinary dice drawer box that can be examined by the
audience. While this may not be the most crucial aspect, it enriches the essence
of this magic product and its interpretation of the magical effect. Finally, by
utilizing top-grade Ebony wood and employing meticulous handmade
craftsmanship, we proudly present the all-new conceptualized product - The
Mayan Box.

Features

Various modifications and innovations.
Concealed core mechanism, leaving no visible traces on the exterior, and
added a small detail to enhance the magical effect during the process.
Structural innovations incorporating a positioning system and modifying
the overall dimensions to transform the prop into an ordinary dice drawer
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box that can be examined by the audience.
Made from top-grade Ebony wood and showcases meticulous handmade
craftsmanship.

Includes

Six ESP symbol dice made of Ebony wood inlaid with yellow boxwood.
Six ESP wooden blocks made of Ebony wood inlaid with yellow boxwood.
One Ebony wood wooden block
One Ebony wood box
Marked cards with corresponding symbols.

Dimensions

Dice: 20mm side length, 1.5mm rounded corners, weighs 8g
Wooden blocks: 20mm side length, 5mm thickness, weighs 2g
Box: 110mm x 78mm x 78mm, weighs 436g

Note: Measurements are taken manually. Please allow for some room for error.
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